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Final Evaluation of   IEAT Project 

This report is concluded from final evaluation form filled out by each partner orgnisation  

at end of the project time. 

Framing 

 

During the two years project has finished in the line with the original aims, completed all the outcomes. 

  

All the partners agreed that the project was very clear from the beginning. 

 

All the partners agreed if any changes all the partner involved the decission. 
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Objectives 

 

All the partners agreed that the project has achieved all the objectives. 

 

 

Possible delays were overcome very smoothly. 

 

As the project finalised we it des not apply in this stage. 
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All the responsibilities were clearly established during the project time. Coordinator reminded 

sometimes the time schedules. 

Involvement 

 

Most oft he partners thought that The participants in the project had reasonable opportunity to 

contribute to the content of the project 
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All of the partner agree that the participants in the project had reasonable opportunity to 

contribute to the approach of the project. 

 

 

Communication 

 

All the partners agreed that communication via email was working well 

 

 Communication via dropbox was well as most oft he partners agreed.  

  

All the partners agree that communication during the meeting was quite well. 
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In my opinion the most valuable aspect of this project was:  Here is the sentences partner 

wrote; 

- Learned a lot about intercultural events and management tools in all countries 

- Some of these issuses will be very helpful in our daily work 

- Some of these issues are not useful in our country 

- We learned a lot about foreign “kitchen” and recipes 

Get to know different aspects in event management- cross cultural diferences. Does and Don`ts in the 

project are really important to know for each participating country. The ice breaker funktion of some 

basic phrases has proven its positive efect. Managers work in a good environment. 

The cookery book was the most valuable aspect. We can get cultural information of host  country via 

visiting the events. 

-Meeting different cultures 

-Getting to know how different cultures value the various aspects of working in an international network 

-Having deep sights into intercultural aspects of eventmanagement and training 

-It was very interesting having partners from different countries in Germany while having Karneval a 

very special event which you simply have to like or to hate. Good to see that our partners obviously liked 

it. 

 

What did you think of your experience of this project:  Here is the sentences partner wrote; 

- İntercultural exchange is allways a challange 

- Some of the participants didn´t speak a English to communicate – this was a shame as we would 

have learned much more if communication in English or other languages would have been easier 

- İn future projects we have to improve communication skills (dropbox, English) or find new ways 

- We have to insist on participants and regional project coordinators who have very good skills in 

English and ICT 

Nice project with smal budget but with valuable outcomes. Organising events is never easy. Some of the 

outcomes gives you an understanding of cultural diferences and habits. This helps to avoid 

misunderstandings and conflicts in the future. Managers will have it easier after studing the project 

results. 

The participants from our organisation had a vivid experince for intercultural events. During the proect 

time we had a nice experience on intercultural event and different cultures. The Project has run under 

the positive atmosphere. The outcome cooking book is a very nice resource to learn different events. 

It was very interesting to getting to know the attitudes and the different countries we worked together 

with. There were plenty of surprises to me partners of whom I thought that might not get along with the 

partnership finally worked very well. Some partners developed obviously during the 24 months of the 

partnership in a very positive way. 

Thank you!        

 Ayşe Çiftcioğlu Kat 


